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PSEi has further to rise

The PSEi has further to rise. But watch out! It’s MSCI index rebalance season this month. 

PSEi is bound for a bounce by yearend, hopefully 8400 or near that area  on  the ff drivers, key of 
which is corporate earnings beats. Key risk  though is  MSCI rebalancing mid-month November.  
 
Corporate core earnings growth has  accelerated from 1Q19’s 5% to 2Q19’s  9%  and likely 
above 10% in 3Q19 and staying  there in the fourth quarter with the momentum building 
up. What the quarterly  trend suggests is that corporate earnings full year 2019 could 
be in the range of 8%-9%, the likely average of the four quarters this year. It’s lower 
than our 10% forecast, but that number will still be a beat versus the the downgraded/
revised consensus full year estimate of just 3% on the the back of the 1H2019 GDP growth 
disappoint.

Recall that earnings growth have been lowered from the usual high note early in the 
year, 13% for 2019.  Economists, the likes of Dr. Habito, those from foreign banks and  the 
IMF have predicted 2019 GDP growth  range of just  5.6%-5.7%. But if early PSEi-member 
company income disclosures are any indication, index heavyweights’ corporate earnings 
seemed to have managed some decoupling from the weaker than target  GDP path. For 
the income beats of  banks, it was in a way due to the beneficial  effects of the BSP policy 
stimulus (wider NIM and hefty securities trading gains), which helped property outfits as 
well, (by way of  real estate products affordability thru lower borrowing cost). SMPH was 
the latest to disclose an earnings beat, +18%  to Php27.6bn in 9mo19.  Could be a nice 
signal for property. ALI to disclose today, Nov. 5.   

MBT, BDO and BPI’s  earnings were all above expectations. SECB and URC were in line 
but grew double-digit and on the recovery path, respectively. SECB, +18% to Php7.7bn, 
9mo19; URC +3% to Php6.99bn. 

Also lifting the PSEi above 8,000 is the market’s realization that the upbeat 9mo19 
results could cause upward revisions in full year 2019 and forward earnings going into 
2020. Repositioning in battered by quality  equities during the November MSCI rebalanc-
ing is a logical step for the realistic  investor. 

Meralco just announced an upgrade in the full year profit guidance to Php23bn after 
making Php18.5bn in 9mo19, up 11%. Electricity consumption was up in 3Q19 to 8%, rais-
ing the 9mo19 to 6.6%, led by residential, +11%, commercial, +8% and + 6% for industrial. 

The quarterly MSCI rebalancing will happen again this month and will see the so-called 
China stock inclusion factors in the MSCI index higher by 20%, the last upgrade this year 
and will spur passive funds’ money outflows which have swung from $150m to max of 
$200m in the last episodes of the MSCI index rebalancing.  

An emerging cushion is the uptick in net foreign buying to almost $200m  as of end Oc-
tober from its lowest in the year of $50m in early September. Though that number is far 
from the year’s peak of $700m-$800m in early May, foreign buying is helped  by both the 
positive domestic positive newsflow and phase 1 of what’s reportedly a signal of progress 
in the US China trade deal. Hard to bet on the latter. Market average daily trading values 
are likewise normalizing back above Php5bn. 

There is also a sentiment uplift from the Fed policy cuts and the hint of a pause in eas-
ing, something that investors interpreted to be a successful engineering of a US softland-
ing amid the global trade war tremors. 

Risk-on is well reinforced in Wall St, reflected in the 300-point rise overnight last week-
end. Wall St. is on record territory again with Nasdaq at 33x PE, a risk in itself if the 
trade war saga does not develop as expected. A US softlanding (if that’s how it is per-
ceived/digested and priced in by the market and also reflected in the healthy reversal 
of the  US treasury yield spread from close to zero to current 15-28 bps) is positive for 
emerging markets. Proof is the upbeat EM currencies and so the stockmarket, the two 
being closely correlated. The Philippine peso  is up 3.9% year-to-date to  today’s Php 
50.50. It can end the year just right there Php50-51 as we have the reverse of last year’s 
high inflation and high deficits. We now have  surplus external accounts;  balance of pay-
ments at $5.3bn while current account deficit has narrowed to just 1% of GDP in 1h2019 
to $1.7bn  from 2.4% of GDP as imports growth has   collapsed  from double digit to low 
single digit and  due to cheaper oil, also. 

The 10-year bond is tracking a lower path, now at 4.4% from 4.5% last week on the fol-
lowing catalysts, latest of which is the inflation beat of 0.8% vs 0.9% median forecast: 
1. Fed policy rate cut; 2. Two triple R cuts of 1% each, taking effect this month and De-
cember. But short-term rates are sticky with auction rejection for 91 days bills, partial 
awards for 182 day bills (up 2 bps to 3.198%), and fully awards 364 (down by 6 bps to 
3.513%).

The auction attracted total tenders of P36.5bn of which P9.8bn was awarded out of the 
P20.0bn offering. Also fully awarded was the Php20bn 7-year T-bonds at 4.322%, lower 
by 18 bps. 
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